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P  R  E F A C E .  

IN the prefatory address of every work that is presented to the public, there 

ought to be given all the requisite information of its intention and use. It may, 

therefore, be observed, that this is not one of those works whose utility ceases 

when fashion changes, but is intended for lasting benefit; namely, to afford 

instruction at all times, under every vicissitude of mode, in the first principles 

of designing furniture, with its ornaments, appropriately; to enable cabinet-makers 

to delineate their own designs for inspection, and in detail, so that the workman 

may execute from them; and to elucidate the nature and general properties of 

perspective, as peculiarly applied to that branch of mechanical art. 

When a source is once opened, it is surprising to perceive how it diffuses 

itself into various channels; and the extensive latitude of a science in its applica

tion, when first discovered, is incalculable. This was originally the case with per

spective, for only a few years ago it was confined to the higher department of art: 

it is now, however, found to be of the utmost importance to the cabinet-maker, 

and is learned with equal avidity by artisans of every description. The reason is 

obvious, for if a mechanic is required to give a design to his employer, or has to 

execute a new and extraordinary piece of work, how is it possible that the em

ployer or workman can effectually understand the article intended without a 

drawing? This the artisan not being able to perform, betrays a deficiency of 

knowledge in his trade, which no doubt many an intelligent person has disadvan

tageous^ experienced: this, were it the only circumstance, must sufficiently point 

out the utility of the present undertaking. 

b 



PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE. XI 

them a more graceful curvature; and all ornaments ,o embellish a„d fill up cabinet 
designs drawn perspectively, must unquestionably depend on the accuracy of the eye 

and freedom of the hand alone, bu, taking care to observe the perspective inclinations 

different parts; for not unfrequently in bed-furniture, where the bed is drawn 
in perspective, errors of this kind are to be seen. 

In large houses, rooms should always be fitted up in a certain style of architecture • 
that ts, they should be wholly Egyptian, or Etruscau, or Grecian, or Roman, or Gothic,' 

oresque, cv.l or military: and this should likewise be observed in cabinet-furni-
ture, upholstery, &c; and not ptesent a heterogeneous mixture of dates and styles but 
an accordance of ornament throughout: as for instance, Mr. Sheraton, in one of his 

es,g„s, shewing part of a room with a sofa in it, erroneously calls it Egyptian, when 

- m reality ,s nothing bu, degraded Roman. This puts us in mind of the Grecian Hall 
at the Mansion-House, commonly called the Egyptian Hall. I am really of opinion 

that to introduce for foliage the tails of griffins is truly ridiculous and inconsistent; ani 
would therefore ask with Horace, 

" in a picture you should see 

A handsome woman with a fish's tail. 

Or a man's head upon a horse's neck. 

Or limbs of beasts, of the most different kinds, 

Cover'd with feathers of all sorts of birds, 

Would you not laugh, and think the painter mad ?" 

ROSCOMMON. 

Bu, some persons imagine, that if a piece of furniture is different from what has 
already been made, that the wotk merits esteem, i, matters not however absurd, and in 

w ic , there is perhaps no mark of convenience, propriety, or classification. Such do not 

constder, that furniture, when formed on a true taste, conduces much our rational plea 

sure; and that art.cles only become, in consequence of injudicious appendages, weaker 

an more expensive, without becoming at all more beautiful: hence the outlines of our 

urn,ture fifty years ago were very insipid, the embellishments unmeaning, and, from their 
ill and flimsy shapes, the articles were of short duration. 

Perhaps the following remarks may shew the chief causes of the Greeks nro. 

ducing such chaste objects of workmanship, with which we are so much enamoured, 



PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE. 

and with which this discourse shall close. 
private individuals bestowed on an artisan ini CO,p unities> ,vhere the arts 
equal the advantage of publ.c patronage . therefore, 

flourished, treated them no, only as private excellences b^^P« >« • 

Ba„ was impelled by the additional and powerful pr.nc.p ^ 

bimsel, tha, the honour of his native tskewise lain of 

1US"I N:^M^:^:r=whicb animated the masters of 

antiquity but superior to al, was the persuasion, that a hind of religious respect was 

paid to their deities, by exquisite skill in forming their symbols and represen • 
desire of glory and fame, the honour of their country, and the principles of the,, rehg, , 
surmounted every difficulty. No, contented with equalling others, artists were prompted 

to excel whatever had been done before them; and thereby produced those works wh, 

now fill us with admiration. 
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